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Časopis pro pěstovánf matematiky, rol. 108 (1983), Praha 

FUNCTORIAL PROLONGATIONS OF LIE GROUPS 
AND THEIR ACTIONS 

IVAN KOLAR, Brno 

(Received December 7, 1982) 

Our starting point are the following two classical results by Ehresmann, [2]. If G 
is a Lie group, then the space of all kr-velocities T£G is also a Lie gioup. Moreover, 
if G acts on a manifold M, then T£G acts canonically on TJ[M. We first discuss the 
same problems for an arbitrary prolongation functor F and we deduce analogous 
results under the assumption that F has the point property and is either product-
preserving or linear. In both cases, FG can be expressed as a semi-direct product 
of G and the fiber over the unit of G. This leads to a canonical group structure on the 
dual vector bundle (FG)* for any linear functor F with the point property. Given 
any two Lie groups G and H, we introduce a natural group composition on the space 
of all r-jets of G into H. Taking H = R, we obtain a "concrete" description of the 
group TrG, where Tr means the r-th order tangent functor. 

1. Let M be the category of smooth manifolds and smooth maps, FM the category 
of smooth fibered manifolds and smooth morphisms and B : FM -> M the base 
functor. A prolongation functor means any functor F : M -> FM satisfying B o F = 
= idM and the following regularity condition: if M,N, Q are smooth manifolds 
and ( p : M x < 2 - > N i s a smooth map, then the induced map 4> : FM x Q -> FN, 
4>(—, q) = F(cp(—, q)), q e Q, is also smooth. We denote by pM : FM -> M the 
bundle projection of FM and by FXM the fiber over x e M. 

Remark 1. If one replaces M by the subcategory M„ of /t-dimensional manifolds 
and their embeddings, one gets a so-called lifting functor intensively studied by 
several authors, see e.g. [4]. However, in our situation it is essential that F is defined 
on the whole category M, since the group composition and the group action are 
smooth maps of rather general type. 

Let G be a Lie group and cp : G x G -> G its composition law. The unit of G will 
be interpreted as a map of a one-element set, typically denoted by pt, into G, i.e. 
eG : pt -> G. If F preserves products, we have the prolongation Fq> : F(G x G) = 
= FG x FG -> FG. Assume that F has the following "point property": the pro-
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longation of a one-element set is,a one-element set. Using a standard diagram chasing, 
dne easily deduces that FG with the composition law Fcp is also a Lie group. The 
unit of FG is the prolongation of the unit of G, i.e. eFG = FeG : pt -> FG. Analo
gously, if \f/ : G x M -> M is an action of G on a manifold M, then it is easy to verify 
that Fij/ : F(G x M) = FG x FM -> FM is also an action of FG on FM. The 
simplest example of a product-preserving functor is Tk that transforms any mani
fold M into the set Jr

0(R
k, M) = : TkM of all r-jets of R* into M with source O and 

any map f: M -> N into a morphism Tkf: Tk
rM -> Tk

rN defined by means of the 
composition of jets. In this case, we obtain the classical results by Ehresmann. 

However, certain important functors of differential geometry do not preserve 
products. A class of such functors can be defined as follows. Put Tk*M = Jr(M, R*)0 

(= the set of all r-jets of M into R* with target 0). This is a vector bundle over M, 
the dual bundle of which will be denoted by T,kM = (Tk

r*M)*. Any r-jet A of M 
into N with source x and target y determines a linear map A : (Tk*N)y -> (Tk*M)x 

and we can construct the dual map A* : Tx'
kM -> Tr,kN. In this way, any smooth 

map f: M -> N induces a linear morphism T,kf: TkM -> T,kN over f and we 
obtain a prolongation functor T,k with values in the subcategory VB c FM of 
smooth vector bundles. (The technical details of this construction are explained 
in [3].) For k = 1, Tr%1 =: T is the classical r-th order tangent functor. Clearly, 
if r > 1 and dim M, dim N > 0, then dim T(M x N) > dim TM + dim TN, 
so that T'k does not preserve products in general. 

A prolongation functor will be said to be linear if its values lie in the subcategory 
VB c FM. Given a linear functor F and two manifolds M, N, we define a map 
iM,N - FM x FN -> F(M x N) as follows. Consider the injections iy : M & M x 
x {y} -> M x N and ix : N « {x} x N -> M x N, x e M, y e N. For any A e FXM 
and B e FyN, we put 

(1) iM,*(A, B) = Fiy(A) + Fix(B) 

with the vector addition on the right-hand side. 

Lemma 1. iMN is an infective immersion. 

Proof. By the regularity condition, the map i\ : FM x N -> F(M x N), (A, y) t-> 
i—> Fiy(A) is smooth, as well as the similar map i2 : M x FN -> F(M x N). Ob
viously, iMtN is the composition of the fiber product of it and i2 and the vector ad
dition in F(M x N), so that iMN is smooth. Taking into account the product projec
tions pu p2 of M x N, the prolongations Fpt : F(M x N) -> FM and FP2 -
: F(M x N) -> FN induce a smooth map jMtN : F(M x N) -> FM x FN satisfying 

JM,N ° iM,N = IFMXFN- This implies that iMtN is an injective immersion. QED. 

2. Let G be a Lie group with a composition law cp : G x G -> G and F a linear 
functor having the point property. We define Ftp : = Fcp o iGG : FG x FG -> FG. 
To prove that (FG, F<p) is also a Lie group, we need several steps. 
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Assume first that (H, q>) is a smooth monoid. If we put 

(2) F<p : = F<p o iHfH :FH x FH -> FH 

as above, we prove by a standard diagram chasing that (FH, F(p) is also a smooth 
monoid. Its unit is the prolongation of the unit e : pt -> H of H. Obviously, pH : 
: FH -> H is a monoid homorphism, so that we have an exact sequence of monoids 

(3) 0 -> FeH -> FH -5 H -> 0 . 

As F is a linear functor, FeH is a vector space. 

Lemma 2. The composition law in FeH given by (2) coincides with the vector 
addition. 

Proof. For any A, B e FeH, we have Fcp(A, B) = (Fq> o iHtH) (A, B) = 
= F<p(Fie(-4) + Fie(B)) = A + B, since (p o i'c is the identity map by the definition 
of a unit. QED. 

Denote by 0H : H -> FH the zero section. By (2), 0H is a monoid homomorphism 
satisfying pH o 0H = 1H, i.e. 0 f l is a splitting of (3). If the monoid in question is 
a group G, then both G and FeG in (3) are groups. Then the elementary algebraic 
theory of semi-direct products indicates that FG is also a group. Given an action 
^ : G x M - > M o f G o n a manifold M, we introduce F\j/ := Fij/ o iG>M : FG x 
x FM -> FM and we easily verify that F r̂ is an action of FG on FM. Thus, we have 

proved 

Theorem 1. For any linear functor with the point property, (FG, Fcp) is also 
a Lie group and F*/> is an action of FG on FM. 

Remark 2. Our construction is based on the map iMN : FM x FN -> F(M x N) 
determined by means of the vector addition. One can derive a similar result for an 
arbitrary prolongation functor F with the point property under the assumption that 
there are a priori given some maps iMN : FM x FN -> F(M x N) with suitable 
functorial properties. Such a generalization is straightforward, but too technical, 
that is why we do not go into details here. 

Every g e G determines a diffeomorphism g : M -> M, g(x) = \j/(g, x), which is 
prolonged into Fg : FM -> FM. On the other hand, the zero vector Og e FG similarly 
determines a diffeomorphism Og : FM -> FM. 

Lemma 3. We have Fg = 0g. 

Proof. Clearly, we can write g = \J/ 0 ig. Then 6g = Fij/ o iG>M o f0fl = F\j/ o Fig = 
= Fg. QED. 
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According to the general theory of semi-direct products, [1], every y e FgG is 
identified with the pair (g, Og-iy)eG x FeG. If we put 

(4) Q(g)(A) = Og->AO0 geG, AeFfi, 

the product on the right-hand side being in FG, we get a right action Q of G on FeG. 
Then FG is equal to the semi-direct product G x ~ FeG with the composition law 

(5) (g» A) (g2, A2) = (gtg2, Q(g2) (A) + A2) . 

Lemma 4. Q is a linear representation of G on FeG. 

Proof. By Lemma 3, Q(g) is a composition of two linear maps. QED. 

Remark 3. A semi-direct decomposition of FG takes place even in the case of 
a product-preserving functor F with the point property. Any x e M can be interpreted 
as a map pt -• M, the prolongation of which determines a distinguished element 
OxeFxM. By the regularity condition, we get a smooth section 0M : M -» F/Vf. 
If G is a Lie group, then 0G: G -~> FG is a group homomorphism that splits FG into 
a semi-direct product of G and FeG. 

In general, if Vis a vector space and Q a right linear representation of G on V, we 
have the semi-direct product G x " V with the composition law 

(6) (flfi, i>i) (g2, t>2) = (0i02» (K02) (*i) + vi) -

The dual left linear representation a of G on V* is given by 

(7) <Q(g) (v), w> = <£>, <a ) (w)> t; e V, W E F * . 

The corresponding semi-direct product G x " V* with 

(8) (gi, w t) (g2, w2) = (a!g2, ^(a j1) (w) + w2) 

will be called the dual group to G x " V. In particular, if F is a linear functor having 
the point property, then FG is the semi-direct product of G and FeG with respect to 
a linear representation of G on FeG. The dual vector bundle (FG)* adnr'ts a similar 
decomposition transforming any ye(FG))* into (g, Fg~1*(y))e G x (FeG)*. Then 
(7) and (8) define a group structure on (FG)*. In the case of the tangent functor T, 
the group T*G, introduced by an ad hoc formula, was already used in some concrete 
problems in differential geometry. However, if G acts on a manifold M, it is not known 
whether (FG)* acts c^nonically on (FM)*, not even in the case F — T. 

3. In the special case F -= Tr,k, we obtain a "functorial" definition of the group 
Tr,kG. We give another description of Tr'kG based on the following original construc
tion of a group structure on the space Jr(G, H) of all r-jets between two Lie groups G 
and H. The composition in H being denoted by a dot and the composition in G by 
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superposition only, we define an operation * on Jr(G, H) by 

(9) {fJ) * O ) := UK**"1) • M""1*)] . 

where x belongs to a neighbourhood of ab e G. Let fi be the constant map G -> H, 
gv-+h, heH. 

Theorem 2. For any Lie groups G and H, Jr(G, H) with the composition law (9) 
is a Lie group. The source or target jet projection a : Jr(G, H) -* G or /? : Jr(G, H) -> 
-+ H is a group homomorphism and the map g*-+jr

ge or h\-+jrJi is its splitting, 
respectively. 

Proof is straightforward. 

Taking H = Rk, which is an Abelian group, we get a group Jr(G, Rk). As ]8 : 
: Jr(G, Rk) -> Rk is a group homomorphism, Jr(G, Rk)0 is a subgroup of Jr(G, Rk). 
The splitting g *-*jr

g0 determines a decomposition of Jr(G, Rk)0 into a semi-direct 
product of G and J0(G, Rk)0 = (Te

r,kG)*. The following assertion gives another 
characterization of the group Tr,kG. 

Theorem 3. TrkG and Jr(G, Rk)0 are dual groups. 

Proof. Since the decomposition of Jr(G, Rk.)0 into a semi-direct product G x " 
x " J0(G, Rk)0 is determined by the splitting g*-+jr

g6, the corresponding left 
action a of G on J0(G, Rk)0 is given by a(g) (fey) = jr

g6 *jr
ey *jr

g-i6= jr
ey(g~lxg). 

The right action Q of G on Tr
e
k is given by (4). We shall apply Lemma 3. Let Lg:G -> 

-» G be the left translation determined by g e G. Since TrkLg is defined by dualiza-
tion, the value of the linear form (T>kLg)(B), B e T^kG, g e G, on jr

g-igy e 
e Jr

g-ig(G, Rk)0 is equal to the value of B on jr
gy(gx). This implies that the value of 

the linear form Og-iAOg of (4) on jr
ey is equal to the value of A onjr

ey(g~1xg). Hence Q 
and a are dual representations in the sense of (7). QED. 
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